Shipping, installation fees, service fees, and taxes not included in the listed prices. Prices are subject to change.

Flooring

Carpet

Carpet—1

Dynamic - Color Khaki 12 ft. Carpet

- 100% Solution dyed PET Polyester
- Lifetime limited stain warranty; 10-year wear warranty; 5-year texture retention warranty
- Protected by Inherent for a natural stain resistance
- Manufactured from continuous fibers to eliminate shedding and fuzzing

Carpet—2

Rock Island - Color Red Rock 12 ft. Carpet

- 100% PureColor solution dyed filament Polyester
- 10-year limited abrasive wear warranty; 5-year limited stain resistance warranty; 5-year texture retention warranty
- PureColor solution dyed fiber provides inherent stain resistance
- Manufactured from filament fiber to help minimize shedding

Carpet—3

Brickyard - Color Balsa Wood 12 ft. Carpet

- 100% Superior BCF Nylon
- Includes platinum plus warranty (limited lifetime stain and soil; 25-year abrasive wear and 25-year texture retention)
- Protected with Scotchgard protector advanced repel technology
- Manufactured from continuous fibers to eliminate shedding and fuzzing

Carpet—4

Ravishing II - Color Stepping Stone 12 ft. Carpet

- 100% Triexta with 3x the fiber of regular carpet for unparalleled softness and durability
- Includes platinum plus warranty (limited lifetime stain and soil; 25-year abrasive wear and 25-year texture retention)
- Features permanent built-in stain and soil resistance that will never wash, wipe or wear off
- Manufactured from continuous fibers to help minimize shedding